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Swedish Space Corporation Strengthens its Presence in Asia-
Pacific – Introduces SSC Space Thailand
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) announced today the formation of SSC Space Thailand, a subsidiary targeted at the
Asian-Pacific market, further expanding the company’s presence in the region.

The announcement marks further investment in the Asian-Pacific region, adding to SSC’s already strong presence in Australia and
Thailand, including ground station facilities in both countries.

“SSC has been supporting Thai space activities for more than a decade, for example through satellite-to-ground communications for
the THEOS-1 satellite program. We are now looking forward to deepening this relationship further, expanding across leading space
markets in South-East Asia”, said SSC CEO, Stefan Gardefjord.

The new subsidiary will offer SSC's market-leading services, ranging from launch services to ground station networks and
engineering services. With new offices being installed in the Space Krenovation Park, part of the EEC Digital Park in Chonburi
province, SSC becomes the first international space company to invest in Thailand’s Eastern Economic Corridor.

“The Asian-Pacific space market is growing rapidly, and today’s announcement highlights our ambition to be a leading force in that
development. Right now, we are looking to develop talents in Thailand and contribute to Thai space initiatives as well as explore
further opportunities to grow within the Asian-Pacific region”, said Stefan Gardefjord.

The investment is yet another important step forward for the company that recently announced ambitious plans for new launch
capabilities in Europe. From its space center Esrange, in northern Sweden, SSC is aiming to launch small satellites into orbit by the
end of 2022.
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Anni Bölenius, Head of Communications, phone: +46 730 33 74 90, mail: anni.bolenius@sscspace.com
Philip Ohlsson, Press Contact, phone: +46 707 21 70 26, mail: philip.ohlsson@sscspace.com

About SSC: Swedish Space Corporation, SSC, helps space organizations, companies, other commercial actors and research institutes to
get access to space. SSC's products and services enable successful space projects within telecommunications, security, meteorology,
navigation and positioning, scientific research, earth observation and other applications. Through our approximately 600 committed
employees, we offer specialist expertise in satellite communications, rocket and balloon systems, launch services and flight test services.
Through our local presence on all continents, we help our customers with specific solutions in space systems, subsystems, instruments,
technology and other related services. www.sscspace.com.


